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Women as Minorities 

 

“In most societies, the number of men and women are roughly equal and therefore, women are often 

not considered a minority group. However, women’s legal rights, status and the social inequalities that 

they face vary widely compared to that of men. In most societies, they are often denied access to 

education, subject to violence and lack the same economic opportunities as men. Furthermore, women 

often do not share the same power, privileges, rights and opportunities as men.  

 

A Brief History of Women’s Service in the Military 

American women have been active participants in every war fought in this country. Prior to World War 

II, women served as volunteers in support rolls (IE: Nurses, clerical assistants, supply clerks, etc.). Also, 

there are documented accounts of women serving on the frontlines, disguised as men since women 

were prohibited to serve. In World War II, women were called into service under the newly formed 

Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC). Within a year, 60,000 women were serving.   

Following the war, Congress passed the Women’s Armed Services Integration Act in 1948. This act fully 

integrated women into all branches of the military, designating uniforms for women and developed a 

‘Basic training’ designed for women and the jobs to which they would be assigned. Most of these were 

office positions; primarily administrative personnel, postal, logistics or medical jobs. Approximately 

7,800 Women’s Army Corps (WAC) members or WACs, were involved in the Korean War, Berlin 

Blockade and Cuban Missile Crisis.   

In 1966, as the Vietnam War escalated, WACs stepped forward and volunteered for duty ‘In country’ 

before the Department of Defense had begun to address policies on women serving ‘In country.’ The 

first group of 80 WACs arrived at Tan Son Nhut Air Base in early 1967 and by 1970, 1,665 WACs served in 

Southeast Asian countries.  

Since 1973, the number of women serving in the U.S. military has increased seven-fold among the 

enlisted ranks from 2% to 14% and quadrupled among the officer ranks from 4% to 16%. The Army was 

the first branch to introduce the use of defensive weapons training as part of women’s basic training. 

West Point admitted the first female cadets in 1976 and by 1977, females completed the same basic 

training course as their male counterparts. In 1978, the WAC was disbanded, WACs were no more and 

female soldiers were fully integrated into the Army’s structure with the exception of combat-related 

positions, which were still restricted to males only.  

 

My Personal Military Experience 

My Dad was a Korean War Air Force Veteran and I grew up watching Vietnam War footage on TV. When 

I was six or seven, I would wear his big military coat and saucer cap and perform guard duty on the 

driveway waiting for his arrival every evening after work. He taught me how to march, salute, properly 



sling a rifle and present arms; not because he wanted me to, but because I begged him to. I thought 

being in the military was just something that you did if you loved your country.    

In 1974, I joined the Air Force ROTC program at my local high school as part of a small group of girls who 

were the first to be allowed into the program. We were considered a novelty and people in the 

community thought we were ‘Cute’ marching in parades in our skirts and jackets with nylons, black 

oxford style shoes with ‘Bubble’ berets on our heads. There was nothing cute about this look. When I 

explored the idea of joining the military and found out that I would only do desk duty, I decided to pass.   

By 1979, I was in my first year of college studying aviation and learning to fly. My college instructor 

asked me if I might be interested in flying helicopters in the National Guard. He told me that they had 

just opened up all non-combat positions in the military to women and I might have a chance to go to 

flight school. Watching ‘Huey’ helicopters in Vietnam films was a dream that I never thought was 

possible, so I signed up for the Army National Guard and was lucky enough to get assigned as a ‘Huey’ 

helicopter mechanic. That was close enough for me, for starters. Five years later, I earned my spot to go 

to flight school and became a helicopter pilot. 

In 1979, Fort Leonard Wood, MO was designated as one of the first combined basic training sites, 

integrating males and females into the same company. I happened to live in MO, so I was sent to basic 

at Fort Wood and was assigned to the first integrated company.  

The males were still wearing jungle fatigues from Vietnam and the females were outfitted with a new 

style fatigue that was not at all practical. The blouse’s breast pockets were too small for to put anything 

in them, like a pocket notebook. Ball point pens stuck out of the top which was considered ‘Out of 

uniform’ and were not allowed. The ‘Cargo pants’ were form fitted around the waist, not designed for 

wear with a utility belt to carry gear and the oversized side thigh pockets bulged outward with anything 

put in them, essentially making all of our butts look big. Again, the military must have been going for 

‘Cute’ and not trying to help women have practical duty uniforms that allowed us to carry all of the 

required pocket training manuals, MRE’s (Meals, Ready-to-Eat) and other equipment needed for daily 

training.   

There were no women’s boots to be issued; only men’s sizes, which if you had a narrow foot, there were 

no boots that would hold your feet snugly. If you wore a size smaller than a women’s 7, there were no 

boots small enough for your feet, so you had to stuff socks or something in the toes to try and hold your 

foot in place. Improper footwear led to stress fractures, shin splints and lots of blisters. If you missed too 

many days of training for medical reasons, you were ‘Recycled’ and had to start basic all over again from 

the beginning, known as ‘Hell Week.’ No one wanted to be recycled, so we did the best we could to 

tough out the pain, ultimately making us much stronger soldiers. This result may not have been the 

result that the Army was looking for.   

I describe all of this not because I think it is was all about a fashion show, but because this was a 

woman’s ‘Welcome’ into the Army. It wasn’t inviting and certainly gave you the feeling of not truly being 

a part of the corps nor that there was a desire to help you succeed. Much of this did not change for the 

next 10 years as there was a sense that this grand experiment would fail and so there was little done to 

help facilitate success. From talking with women who served during the previous wars, each described 

challenges, but they were also ‘Needed.’ I think in peacetime, we were just seen as more competition 

for positions and promotions.    



There were other subtle ‘Hazing’ like events that continued to separate us from the pack or alienate us 

from the males. One such trick was always letting the ‘Ladies go first’ when it would slow the men down, 

such as scaling walls or climbing cargo netting where women would take smaller steps or have shorter 

reach. So, the males would be climbing right over us to get to the top first. The reverse would happen at 

chow with men first and ladies last. Those eating last never had time to finish a meal, so the females 

would go hungry. The barracks were also always the furthest away from everything. We had to walk a 

lot further to go from our training duty to our living space and back again. This created challenges for 

time management and chewed into our limited free time and energy levels.  

Writing about this has been a difficult challenge for me. I tend not to dwell on the negative and overlook 

a lot of discriminating attitudes or behaviors because I had a lot of opportunities and support in high 

school doing non-traditional activities. I was raised with an attitude that you can do anything if you put 

your mind to it and work hard. I never accepted, ‘You can’t.’ That just made me work harder, not quit.  

This is the foundation of all my successes in life. I was given the opportunity to achieve my dream of 

flying helicopters and I guess I really overlooked a lot of the ways that I was treated differently because I 

was a female.    

One thing that I did come to learn was that as a minority, I often had to work twice as hard to prove 

myself or to be accepted as average. Average for minorities is not average - it’s failure according to the 

system that you are operating in. You have to achieve excellence just to be considered average. It takes 

a lot of extra effort and work. It is exhausting and eventually, it takes its toll.   

The hardest part about this is that once you prove yourself and become accepted by one peer group, 

another peer group comes along and you have to start proving yourself all over again. I proved myself to 

my National Guard unit because I could do as many push-ups as one of the older guys who was an Air 

Force Academy grad and a big farm boy. I could carry a 50 lb. toolbox just as far and just as fast as the 

other guys. I could beat some of the guys on the PT test and I would do all of the ‘Dirty’ jobs like 

repacking the grease in the bearings on the helicopter tail rotor (A really dirty and nasty job!) without 

complaining. One of the most demeaning tasks was when women got assigned to office duties to do 

such as typing (Before computers) or taking notes in meetings and briefings. I seldom saw men assigned 

to these tasks. 

By the time I deployed with my unit for Saudi Arabia in 1990 for Operation Desert Storm, I felt like an 

equal in every way with my ‘Brothers.’ I had proved myself and felt like an equal. It stunned me ‘In 

country’ when I went to the female showers every day in a common area that we shared with many 

other units and found human feces in the showers left as a signal from males who did not think we 

should be there. I thought the military had come such a long way since those days in basic training, but it 

was not so.   

I served 20 years and by 1999, almost all of the guys that I served with over this period, had retired. I 

looked around at all of the new male faces and thought to myself, ‘I am too tired and too exhausted to 

start the path all over again to prove myself.’ I was being assigned the dirty jobs all over again, given the 

crappy mission assignments, asked to take notes or type and was overall treated less than I had ever felt 

before. As much as I loved to fly and loved to serve, I was too tired to start all over, so I handed in my 

retirement papers.   



As I look back on this experience, I can see more of the limitations than I did when I was experiencing 

them. I did not accept the fact that I might be discriminated against because I refused to allow that to 

control me or my destiny. I was blessed by serving with a great group of guys who treated me as an 

equal and valued me for what I contributed. But as a system, I can look back and see the limitations. I 

flew medivac missions because I was limited to only flying medical missions. Women were not allowed 

to fly combat aircraft until the late 90’s and a transition would mean proving myself all over again.  

Just before the rules changed for combat aircraft, I applied to fly my ultimate career goal of a mission: 

Flying law enforcement helicopters. The Guard’s Counterdrug Program had begun flying air missions in 

support of Drug Task Forces and that was what I intended to do with my aviation career. The aircraft 

used was not a ‘Huey,’ but a smaller helicopter like what most police departments fly. This was a combat 

helicopter and the Guard did not want to transition me to this machine to fly the law enforcement 

mission if I could not fly the machine in combat. They gave the job to a much younger, much more 

inexperienced male pilot. This was one time that I knew that I had been denied a true opportunity to 

compete for this position because I was a woman.   

One of the most challenging issues for women serving in the military or being minorities in many 

organizations is the issue of sexual harassment and sexual assault. I experienced a lot of unwelcomed 

and inappropriate sexual advances. In a couple of cases, I faced challenges with men who used their 

positions of power to encourage inappropriate relationships or sought sexual favors. I was luckier than 

many others and never experienced actual sexual abuse, however I know many others who were not so 

lucky.   

As the only woman or ranking woman in my unit for many years, I was designated as the ‘Equal 

Opportunity Officer.’ If and when I was victimized, who did I report the incident to - myself? The use of 

power and position over another is probably one of the most overlooked violations that occurs in any 

workplace setting and I am glad that the military has taken an aggressive approach to dealing with these 

situations in today’s military.  

In the end, I felt much more discriminated against by policies than I did by people. People change quickly 

and overcome many of their stereotypes or opinions once they get to know the person and once they 

know that the person can actually do their job. I think this is true for most, if not all biases. Policy change 

takes a long time and usually follows the acceptance by the masses rather than driving the change.   

I remember a wise general in my command who once said to his senior leadership group, ‘Gentlemen, 

look around the room, (There were no minorities of any kind in this room) equal opportunity will be 

achieved one retirement at a time. We are the ones who are holding the face of the military to change 

and adapt.’    

At the time that he said this, he had a woman under his command that was qualified and well respected 

by Generals throughout the command. He wanted to promote her to Brigadier General and she 

deserved the position. However, she was gay and at the time, homosexuals were not ‘Allowed’ to serve 

and she would have been discharged when they ‘Discovered’ her sexual identity during an in-depth 

background check. She retired at the rank of Colonel; still an amazing military career for a woman during 

this time in our history.     



It has been 20 years since the General made this statement and the promotion of a woman to the rank 

of Brigadier General to join that senior leadership group just occurred this last summer. The first person 

of color was promoted to that group only five years ago. The General was right – times are changing and 

our younger generations are not bound by some of the same limitations of the past. Equal opportunity 

for all is what is required; equality among people is what we should strive for.” 

- Peggy Quigg, Executive Vice President, WestCare Foundation 

 

 


